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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes the idea to create a streamlined web-based platform for monitoring progress reports 

that will offer a comprehensive evaluation of the students’ progress going beyond traditional academic grades, covering 

both academic and non-academic aspects such as attendance, behaviour, and participation in extracurricular activities.  

The website will identify and nurture potential in various fields, enabling efficient monitoring through its database to 

store student performance data. Customizable templates will generate personalized progress reports for each student, 

promoting transparency and accountability in the educational process, and providing accurate and timely feedback to 

students and parents. An NGO undertaken Siragu Montessori School, assists underprivileged children from low-income 

and impoverished families. In order to support Siragu Montessori School's progress report tracking methodology, we 

are currently adapting this journal paper into a real-time web application. This aligns with our paper's goal, which will 

benefit the students enrolled in that school.  Levitz's 2014 study emphasizes the crucial role of websites in providing 

information to students, parents, and staff. Thus, this website aims to optimize its utility and provide a comprehensive 

experience to visitors, including potential donors, and to enhance the educational experience of children. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Web applications are crucial for managing school data as they streamline administrative processes, improve 

accessibility and security, enable data analytics, and enhance the overall performance of the education system. 

Especially managing progress reports of students is important digitally as it provides valuable insights into their 

academic and other performances to help identify areas for improvement. 

 

This system of evaluating the progress report will be conducted under several constraints, including both academic 

and non-academic structures like attendance, behaviour, sports and involvement in other extracurricular activities. The 

major objective of this progress tracking system is to assist pupils recognize and maximize their potential by 

developing their area of interest. Teachers will also get access to editable templates with detailed analyses of each 

student's performance for a better understanding of the student's strengths and limitations. This will enable them to 

modify their teaching methods and assist the general growth of the pupil. The ability to obtain their progress reports 

and monitor their own development throughout the academic year will give students the chance to take control of their 

own learning through this progress tracking system.This will enable them to set goals for themselves and pinpoint areas 

that require improvement. We plan to implement this Progress Management System at Siragu Montessori School, 

which provides educational assistance to children from low-income households who are underprivileged rather 

choosing elite schools. Since education is a universal right, this system aims to track the progress of each student at 

Siragu Montessori School and improve their standard of education. 

 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the automated progress or result management web 

applications followingtraditional operations, connected component analysis, and other comprehensive factors. The flow 

diagram represents the workflow of the application. The technology stack involved are discussed with their advantages 

in Section III. Section IV presents the basic design of the application to be built. Finally, Section V presents conclusion. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

The aim of this study was to create a model which describes the main elements for improving schools wit h 

digital technology and helps to reveal differences between schools and identify their best practices and challenges . 

Studies about school improvement have indicated how schools have benefited from restructuring their common 

practices, such as teachers’ tasks, activities and learning practices, leadership practices and the ways pedagogical 

methods are organised, in order to meet the developmental challenges (Crook et al.  2010; Harris 2002b; 

OECD 2015)[8].  

 

One approach published in the Journal of Multidisciplinary Engineering Science and Technology (JMEST) has 

the traditional method of evaluating only the academic scores of each individual and show the result in the 

interface [1]. This approach makes use of HTML, CSS, JavaScript for the client -side and PHP for server-side and 

MySQL for database. Although this system can use this technological stack, the server -side code has many lines. 

 

With a similar methodology as the journal, another study that had been published in the Journal of Emerging 

Technologies and Innovative Research (JETIR) was examined. This website has confusing layout and slow loading 

times make for a frustrating user experience, resulting in a poor user interface and overall user experience [2].  

To obtain detailed information about the area to be designed, a comprehensive investigation was conducted on 

the current manual system. Various effective methods of data collection and information gathering were employed, 

including interviewing the chief examination officers of Siragu Montessori School, discussing with relevant 

stakeholders such as the principal and teachers, and evaluating and inspecting pertinent document s such as result 

reporting sheets, raw score samples, and transcript formats. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

The tools used for the application design are: Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams for description of the 

class diagram, and Entity-Relationship Diagrams (ERD) used for the design of the database table structures. The 

logical and structural designs of the database are covered in the description. The entire web-based program is 

designed and developed with JavaScript Frameworks (React, Node, Express). This application is categorized into 

three modules: Student Module, Staff Module and Admin Module. 
 

a. Admin Module: 

The admin will receive a service in this module that allows them to add or remove new staff or 

students, as appropriate. As soon as the administrator completes a new entry's details, the database is updated. 

If the new entry is a staff member, they have access to Staff Services; if a student, they can read their 

performance report through student login. 
 

b. Student Module: 

In this module, the students will obtain a service that enables them to view their performance report 

graded by the faculty. They will be able to log in once the administrator has added their information to the 

database and will be able to access the report once it has been graded. 
 

c. Staff Module: 

In this module, the Staff will receive a service that enables them to view and, as necessary, grade the 

students' performance. They will be able to login once the admin adds their information in the database. 

 

 
Fig 1. Server Pages build client pages 
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Fig 2. Using Hyperlink parameters 

 

 
Fig 3.  Client Collaborations 

 

Fig (3), The class diagram shown above was created to show the client-side features that the user can view while 

carrying out the task. 

http://www.ijirset.com/
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Fig 4. Server Collaborations 

 

Fig (4), The class diagram shown above was created to show the server-side features that the user(admin) can view 

while carrying out the task.Fig (5) As the fields in the existing tracking system are quite vast, a basic database 

design(schema) is shown below along with the attributes that are considered in this system to track students' 

development. 

 

 
Fig 5. Generalized Database Schema 

IV.      EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The result is presented as a software application meant to automate the processing of students results following 

standard statutes and guidelines. The application will be successfully developed, tested, and found to be working as 

expected. The Progress Tracker System was developed using MERN (MongoDB, Express, React, Node) Stack and the 

look is as fig (6.1) – fig (6.9). 
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Fig 6.1. Landing Page 

 

Fig 6.2. Student Login Page 

 

Fig 6.3. Student view Page 

 

Fig 6.4. Staff Login Page 

 

Fig 6.5. Staff Services Page 

 

Fig 6.6. Performance grading Page 

 

Fig 6.7. Admin Login Page 

 

Fig 6.8. Admin Services Page 

 

Fig 6.9. Add Student Page 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

We have created a web application to track and monitor a students’ progress in school, not just based on academic 

performance but also across all other extracurricular pursuits. Any school or even a college may use this application at 

their institution in the future because of its simple and effective user interface for tracking students’ activity. In near 

future attendance using biometrics for both students and staff can also be incorporated along with this application to 

avoid manual tracking of attendance. 
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